General complementary media: electromagnetically transforming a small rectangle object to a large convex/concave pentagon object
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Based on the complementary media theory, we propose a way to transform a small object into a large one by coating it with a metamaterial shell with negative refractive index. Small waveguides made with this structure can replace large virtual tunnels to connect two separated waveguides. A small portal coating with complementary media is also designed in which a large entrance is concealed from electromagnetic wave detection. Two-dimensional numerical simulations are performed to illustrate the designed devices.

In the past few years, studies on cloaks have attracted much attention,[1–33], since Pendry et al.[2] and Leonhardt[3] first described the concept of transformation optics in which coordinate transformations of electromagnetic (EM) waves can be physically realized through a complex medium. Based on the form-invariant property of Maxwell’s equations, the coordinate transformation squeezes space into a shell so that the object inside the concealment volume is concealed. Cummer et al. first reported full-wave EM simulations of this cloaking structure in cylindrical version using ideal and non-ideal (but physically realizable) EM parameters.[4] With low-index EM metamaterials, a microwave invisible cloak was soon experimentally developed[5]. Apart from a cloak of invisibility, several other EM devices with novel functions, such as field-rotating device, wave concentrator, beam splitter, twisted EM wave, beam expander, and antenna, can also be produced with transformation optics.[30–32]

Recently, another interesting device, a superscatterer, was proposed by Yang et al. based on the concept of complementary media.[34]. It presents an object that looks like a scatterer bigger than its geometric size in EM wave detection. Ng et al. designed a frequency-selective superabsorber metamaterial, which could be constructed using an absorbing core material coated with a shell of isotropic double-negative metamaterial[35]. Lai et al. proposed another novel invisible cloak operating at a finite frequency that can cloak an object with a prespecified shape and size within a certain distance outside the shell[36,37]. Based on the mechanism of complementary media, Zhang et al. designed an “invisible tunnel” between two waveguide ports to make the EM wave propagate from one port to another in the open space through this tunnel[38].

In this letter, the coordinate transformation approach is used to transform a small object into a larger one based on complementary media. A rectangular coating with negative refractive index is designed using a metamaterial shell to produce a large convex (or concave) pentagon waveguide. Such a device can also conceal a large convex (or concave) pentagon entrance. The properties of our designs are demonstrated using the finite-element method.

In Fig. 1, a small rectangular object (gray rectangle) is covered by complementary media consisting of four parts marked with different color. The small rectangle can be amplified to a large convex (or concave) pentagon (dash-dot line region). The parameters are as follows: $|OA| = a_1$, $|OB| = a_2$, $|OC| = a_3$, $|CD| = L$, $|OE| = b_1$, $|OF| = b_2$, and $|OG| = b_3$. The parameters of the complementary media can be obtained using the transformation optics theory. The vacuum region (the convex or concave pentagon outside the rectangular object and the complementary media) is folded to the region of the complementary region. Simultaneously, the small rectangular object is expanded into a convex (or concave) pentagon. Therefore, the transformation equations for Region I are as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
    x' &= -\frac{a_2 - a_1}{a_3 - a_2} \left[ x \pm \frac{L}{b_3} (b_3 - y) \right] + \frac{a_3 - a_1}{a_3 - a_2} \\
    y' &= -\frac{a_2 - a_1}{a_3 - a_2} y + \frac{a_3 - a_1}{a_3 - a_2} x \pm \frac{L}{b_3} (b_3 - y) \\
    z' &= z
\end{align*}
$$

Using coordinate transformation, the relative permittivity $\varepsilon$ and permeability $\mu$ in the transformation region are achieved as follows:

$$
\frac{\varepsilon'}{\varepsilon} = \frac{\mu'}{\mu} = \left[ \begin{array}{ccc}
    a^2 + b^2 & ac + bd & 0 \\
    ad - bc & ad - bc & 0 \\
    ac + bd & c^2 + d^2 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 1 \\
    ad - bc & ad - bc & 0
\end{array} \right],
$$

where

$$
\begin{align*}
    a &= \frac{\partial x'}{\partial x} = -\frac{a_2 - a_1}{a_3 - a_2}, \\
    b &= \frac{\partial y'}{\partial y} = \pm \frac{L a_2 - a_1}{b_3 a_3 - a_2}
\end{align*}
$$
Figs. 2(c) and 3(b) corresponds to Fig. 1(a) and the structure of the constitutive parameters are as follows: in Fig. 2(a), part (a rectangle) of a continuous waveguide was cut off, dividing the waveguide into two separate ports. A large amount of energy was dispersed into the space and only a small portion of the energy was transported into the end port. when a 0.03×0.06 (m) rectangular waveguide coated with transformation media was placed between the two ports, the EM wave from the left port could pass through the middle virtual space and then arrive at the right port without any loss, as shown in Fig. 2(a′). Now, we cut a convex (or concave) pentagon...
part from the continuous waveguide (Figs. 2(b) or (c)). Most of the EM field energy from the left port was dispersed into the open space. When the small rectangle waveguide on the right side of the left port was coated with transformation media, the energy of the EM wave from the left port could tunnel from the virtual space to the right port completely (Figs. 2(b') and (c')). The results show that the small rectangular waveguide can be amplified into a large convex pentagon waveguide, as shown in Fig. 2(b'), which is different from the previous work in Ref. [38]. Figure 2(c') also shows that a small rectangular waveguide can be amplified into a large concave pentagon waveguide based on the transformation optics theory.

The design of a hidden portal is demonstrated, in which a big entrance is concealed from EM wave detection (Figs. 3(c) and (f)). An electric line source is positioned behind the big convex and concave pentagon entrance, and the corresponding field distributions are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (d), respectively. The EM wave passed through the big convex (or concave) pentagon entrance. When a small rectangular perfect electric conductor (PEC) coated with transformation media was placed in the left side of the entrance, the EM wave could not pass through the virtual space due to the superscatterer, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and (e). The rectangular PEC can be amplified into a large convex (or concave) pentagon entrance, which is different from the case in Ref. [39], wherein a small rectangle was just amplified into a large rectangle. Therefore, our results are more general than those in Ref. [39].

In summary, we have shown how, with the use of complementary media theory, a small object can be designed to transform into a big object. Two typical examples, i.e., transforming a small waveguide into a large waveguide and concealing a large entrance, have been discussed based on detailed numerical simulations. The two devices may have some practical applications in manipulating EM fields.
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